
 Buddhava£sa (Jayawickrama’s PTS edition). XXVIII. 11.1

 The word yojana literally means šthe yoke of a carriage› and when it is used in the sense of distance it2

basically means as much distance as can be traveled with one yoke of oxen. It is generally accepted as
the equivalent of about 7 miles. 
 JÈtakas (Fañsboll’s edition by Trñbner & Co). II.365; V.57, 584. 3

 Dhananjaya JÈtaka (No. 413).4

 Cariyapi—aka (Jayawickrama’s PTS edition).I.III.1; JÈtakas.II.214.5

 JÈtakas.II.212.6

 Ibid.213.7

 Ibid.II.212.8

Indapa——a/Indapattha

The original settlement around which the Delhi of later times developed stood on the
banks of the YamunÈ, between Kotla of Firoz Shah and the tomb of Humayun. Here
the village of Indraprastha was in existence till recently. Although the river has now
shifted its channel about a mile eastward, the former bed can still be traced past the site
of the original settlement. This settlement is variously mentioned as Indapa——a,
Indapattha, Indapattana and Indara——ha in the early Buddhist literature. This settlement
is mentioned 29 times in the whole of PÈli Tipi—aka out of which twenty-six references
are from the JÈtakas, two from the Cariyapi—aka and one from the Buddhava£sa.
From the archaeological information it is known that this settlement existed at the time
of Buddha. It is generally agreed that the above mentioned texts of the Tipitaka in
which this settlement is referred to were composed after the death of the Buddha,
though some of the incidents with which they are connected may represent even pre
Buddhist times. We are told that the Buddha’s razor and needle (vasisÊcighara£ cÈpi)
were deposited in this city after his death.  1

When the Kuru King Dhana¤jaya Koravya of the Yudhi——hila gotra ruled from
here, the extent of this settlement is mentioned as seven yojanas  and the Kuru kingdom2

around it extended over 300 yojanas.  In one of the JÈtaka stories we are told that king3

Dhana¤jaya suffered a defeat in a rebellion and the cause of the defeat as told by his
chaplain Vidhurapa‡Çita was that he had shown preference for young blood in his army
and the older warriors were not happy with this.  Though city is mentioned as a4

puruttama (lofty fortress) located on a mount,  still its defences are said to have been5

so fragile that it could be taken with a very small army.  The JÈtakas point out that in6

times past this city was one of the three chief cities of JambudÏpa (India), the other two
being Kekaka (generally identified with Girjak or JalÈlpur) and the Uttarapa¤cÈla7

(possibly the famous Kampila). This settlement is mentioned as prosperous and fertile
which had gold, elephants, horses, chariots and infantry in abundance.  8

The magnificence of the textual sources, however, is not matched by the
archaeological evidence. The site appears to have sprung up around 800 BCE and from
here nothing specific belonging to the pre-Mauryan period has been reported.
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